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Honda pilot roof rack thule

· Start of discussion • #1 • Jun 23, 2018 My exl 2015 pilot is new to me, 37k miles, in great shape. I love that. I had a 2009 CRV that had fixed points for the thule rack I had on it (thule podium for anyone who cares). Loved. Finished look and everything. Proceed to my Thule Traverse for my 15-year-old pilot. No fixed points on the pilot, I
know, but this Thule platform is disappointing. Fixed on door frames which is good, but it's almost impossible to install and, well, it sucks when it's turned on. Whistles like crazy, not so tough, and it's so forward in the car (installed for thule spec) is almost useless. The ceiling box hangs over the windshield when installed. I'm going to
search honda's roof rails and sell Thule's feet on eBay. I'll then pick up Thule feet for the rails so I can still use my 58 Thule square bars. Does anyone else have problems with the Thule system for this car? I am disappointed because I had such a good experience in my CRV. I would expect a better fit/finish for the money that Thule
charges. Is it just me? I think I'm stuck between a trash, or the alternative that is, b)Well, with a bare roof there's not much you can ask for besides putting the Honda rails. Anything else you put in there will be fine at best. Thoughts? Sorry in advance for the b**ch session. · We have a Thule bike rack that connects to the hitch. I've been
very happy about it. I'm sorry to hear you're having trouble with the roof rack. · Not all riders had the Honda built into the factory. You can add it as an accessory. How about a picture of your set to show people? Start of discussion • #4 • Jun 25, 2018 Not all Riders had Honda in factory rack. You can add it as an accessory. How about a
picture of your set to show people? yes, I don't have one. I'll post a picture as soon as dawn here tomorrow morning in Chicago. I think Thule is doing what he can with a bare roof, as they call it. I think the roof rails are a necessary complement. Follow up: any good recommendation from the forum on where to buy such accessories? I
know the dealership will have them, and ebay too, but any forum sponsor that might be a good source? Thanks again! I love the forum. Mike (2009) The roof rails and the Thule Crossroads work very well for me. It seems that the Bernardi Parts dot com has the roof rails on sale for $154.44 (looks like a good deal.) 146.3 KB Views: 218 ·
Start of discussion • #6 • Jun 26, 2018 The roof rails and the Thule Crossroads work very well for me. Looks like The Bernardi Parts dot com has the roof rails on sale for $154.44 (looks like a good deal.) That seems like the way to go. I've attach a photo of what the thule nude ceiling system looks like. forward and very high, imo. Looks
like I'm going to have to hit the crossroads. Thank you so much for the tip about Bernardi. This is is than even the eBay used, for the most part. The good news is that I bought the crossing feet and the adjustment kit used online, so I should be able to recover. They will work very well for someone who needs them in and out quickly/often. I
removed them tonight and that was a breeze, so congratulations to Thule for that. Thanks again everyone! 132.2 KB Views: 251 · Roof rails far forward I have a 2013 Pilot Touring with stock, factory, roof rails, but not crossbars. My problem is that the roof rails are so far behind when I add the Thule Aerobars and the XXL Thule ceiling box
the box hits my rear hatch. Is there any kind to adjust these rails? There seems to be a lot of space on the roof, but from what I read on these forums and other locations, the rails can't be moved forward. I know that the XXL box can be considered great for the Pilot and getting a smaller box alone can solve my problem, but I don't want a
smaller box and if the rails were to forward even six inches, maybe even three, the box wouldn't reach the hatch. Any suggestions? I adjusted the clamps inside the box as much as Possible. Thanks for any advice! · I don't think the rails can be adjusted forward, and I have no idea why they designed them to be so short. When I use a
large thule box, I lose the ability to fully open the back cover, but I have limited access through the glass hatch. My little Thule box allows full access. Upgraded/Ships with WingBar Evo (AeroBlade Shown - Discontinued) This full multipurpose base ceiling rack is for 2016 and beyond (check guide for other years) Honda Pilot with side
discharge rails, identified by protruding trim running forward at the outer edges of the ceiling line. This setting includes models equipped with sunroof. The system includes two load bars, four feet and the complete vehicle-specific adjustment kit. Locks are recommended and available separately. The Thule Podium Fit Kit 3132 is the
precisely designed interface that connects the Rapid Podium Foot to the vehicle's side discharge rails. There is no puncture, scratches or damage to the vehicle in any way. The Thule 460R Rapid Podium Foot provides the strongest hold, the safest fit and has fewer parts than other racks for easier installation. Thule AeroBlade load bars
are strong, quiet and aerodynamic, providing maximum capacity without whistling or howling and low wind drag. The aluminum boxbeam construction has a dedicated slot for foot fixing and a separate t-slot band for mounting certain conveyors. The maximum load capacity weight is 165 pounds, evenly distributed. The beams are 53
length and 80 mm wide. The beams are in a fixed position at 31.75 inches from front to back, center to center. For more details, review the full product descriptions and instructions using the links below. Below. Below.
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